Dear friends,

we have prepared for you some Google pictures from city of Košice for your better orientation specially for those, whose are first time in our city. We want you to feel like at home from the first moment of your stay in our city. Thus scenery that you see will not be new to you if you attend a destination associated with the conduct of our competition. Here are a few routes that you will definitely attend. Paths are made by a series of images, each of which has its own number. Please organize your images so you can get the route you need.

Here you are the routes:

1) from railway station to school
   images: 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07  (15 min. walk)

2) from school to Hotel Akademia
   images: 08, 09, 10, 11, 12, 13  (20 min. walk)

3) from Hotel Akademia to school
   images: 14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 25

4) from Hotel Akademia to RTVS - Slovak Radio
   images: 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23  (20 min. walk)

5) from Hotel Akademia to Palace of Art
   images: 14, 15, 18, 19, 20  (15 min. walk)
   It is possible go by tram No 4 or No7 (2 tramstops, tramstop Palace of Art)

6) from bus stop Nam. osloboditelov to Hotel Akademia
   images: 15, 16, 17, 13  (8 min. walk)

7) from railway station to Hotel Akademia
   images: 26, 27, 28, 29, 11, 12, 13 (30 min. walk, 4 min. by tram No 3)
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